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Rush Clockwork Angels tour Los Angeles open thread
UPDATE - 11/21@9:08PM: Here's a review from Rock Square.
UPDATE - 11/21@1:04PM: Here's the LA Times review of the show.
UPDATE - 11/21@8:51AM: Here's a review from the Hollywood Reporter.
And yet another celebrity sighting - actress Katrina Law.
UPDATE - 11/20@7:14PM: Here's a photo gallery slideshow from LA
Weekly.
UPDATE - 11/20@1:20PM: Brad from Used Bin Radio was at the show last
night and reports seeing Robert Trujillo from Metallica and Matt Scannell
from Vertical Horizon. Also spotted was Tool drummer Danny Carey.
UPDATE - 11/20@12:07PM: Here's a great gallery of photos that was
posted over at Cygnus-X1.net.
UPDATE - 11/20@7:19AM: Reports indicate that the band played the
same Night A setlist that they had played in San Jose last week; complete
setlist here. Official photos are also now posted at RushShowPhotos.com.
Some celebrities that were spotted at the show include actor Eric
McCormack, actress/model and Playboy centerfold Carrie Stevens, actor
Nate Barlow, poker director Matt Savage, and actor Adam Baldwin.

Rush will play the 2nd of 3 shows in Southern
California tonight when they bring the
Clockwork Angels tour to the Gibson
Amphitheatre in Universal City. They are due
to play some version of their Night A setlist,
but certainly might decide to change up a
song or two. As soon as I learn about any
setlist deviations or verify which setlist was
played, I'll be sure to post it here. As is
typically the case for LA shows, there should
be a few celebrity sightings at the concert
tonight, so be on the lookout. The band will
then be staying in town for tomorrow's
Guitar Center RockWalk induction ceremony
before heading to San Diego for Wednesday's show there. For everyone
going to tonight's show - have fun, be safe and make sure to share your
reports, reviews, photos and any celebrity sightings with us. RUSH!!
Date/Time: Monday, November 19th @ 7:30PM
Show Number: 29
Venue: Gibson Amphitheatre
Place: Universal City, CA

